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Albums & Scrapbooks
Female Scrapbooking
BECKET, Elizabeth. Book of Scraps in Prose
and verse, carefully selected and arranged by
Elizabeth Becket; and dedicated, (without
permission) to her Friends, generally, c. 1828 1829.
sold
Folio, pp. [237]; full of pasted-in clippings and
prints, one page (heroes of Waterloo) has been cut,
neat tissue repairs to several pages and gutters;
elaborately blind-and-gilt panelled full green calf,
rebacked, retaining much of the original spine, the
marbled endpapers and the decorative green
morocco ownership label at front pastedown; boards
slightly scuffed, corners bumped with some loss of
leather; a splendid item.

An extraordinarily attractive scrapbook, compiled in
the late 1820s by one Elizabeth Becket of Newarkon-Trent, Nottinghamshire. It comprises c. 237 pages
of cuttings, with an additional 6 prefatory pages of
cut-out signatures and a ticket for the trial of Warren
Hastings. She has made four separate title pages
which give an indication of her wit, and also reflect
printed title page conventions.
This ambitious and and beautifully curated
scrapbook dates to the late-Georgian period, and is
packed with cuttings, prints, vignettes and images –
many hand-coloured – which encapsulate Britain
and its place in the world.
The British monarchy and aristocracy feature
throughout: an early double-page spread eulogises
George III and Queen Charlotte, and there are
portraits and biographies including Queen Caroline,

the princesses Amelia and Elizabeth, and the
duchesses of Devonshire and Rutland. In addition we
can see the typical celebrity obsessions of the age
such as Byron and Lady Caroline Lamb. For all its
contemporary content however, many of the scraps
look back to the previous half century. Regency style
looms large, and there are pieces on prominent
historical women such as Mary Stuart, Madame du
Chatelet, and Anne Killigrew.
Too much to describe in full, the work contains
satirical cartoons, excerpts from literature and verse,
views of British country houses, estates, and towns,
heraldry and memorials. Two pages have attractive
views of Oxford and Cambridge, including a view of
Oxford from Christ Church Meadows. For all its
domestic content, the book reflects Elizabeth’s
evident interest in the wider world. Her scrapbook
presents an intrinsically
broad vision of Britain
and the world, and the
empire and its
taxonomical project
appear throughout;
vignettes of native
peoples include
Indians from the
coromandel coast
(where Britain was
furiously acquiring
chintz fabric) and
Maori people from
New Zealand w ith
their distinctive tattoos
and canoes. Some of
these, such as
‘Charibbee Indians’
and ‘A Mandarin of
the aboriginal Chinese’
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– the latter with a distinctly middle-eastern
inflection – demonstrate that these illustrations were
not always observed from life. A verse entitled ‘the
horrors of a suttee’, based on the practice widowimmolation in India, shows the ways in which other
cultures were understood and presented (or
misrepresented) for the British reading public.
Becket also has an interest in flora and fauna from
around the world, and there are some beautifully
coloured prints of exotic birds. The other obvious
international connection here is the ticket to the trial
of Warren Hastings, which was part of the longrunning attempt between 1788 and 1795 to impeach
the first Governor of Bengal.
The majority of the scraps are contemporary, or
prior, to 1828/29, but there are also tipped-in letters
from 1837 and 1847 and, towards the rear, opposite a
page of coats of arms, is another letter from 1865.
This suggests that Becket or her relatives added to the
book over several years. The collected signatures
which appear on the prefatory pages are mainly
political figures. They include: the Prime Minister,
Henry John Temple, 3rd Viscount Palmerston; the
Prime Minister, Lord John Russell; GovernorGeneral of India, William Pitt Amherst, 1st Earl
Amherst to mention but a few.
Becket’s scrapbook dates to the heyday of
scrapbooking, which had first been recognised as a
neologism by the OED just a couple of years earlier,
in 1825. Some fifty years later, in the seminal how-to
manual on scrapbooking, E.W. Hurley pointed to the
educational value of scrapbooking, and suggested
that the practice was a remedy for the over
abundance of the printed word and a way to
stimulate critical thinking. Many late nineteenthcentury scrapbook advocates, such as W.A. Bardwell,
argued for the importance of scrapbooks as works of
reference, which could be more valuable than

published works because they contained
more recent and timely information.
Certainly, Elizabeth Becket’s impressive
book provides a rich resource of
ephemera relating to the end of the
eighteenth century, the regency period,
and the last years of the Georgian era,
and reflects not only her own, but also
society’s preoccupation with celebrity,
literature, fashion, and the wider world.
A stunning survival.

French Aristocratic Monograms
ALBUM. ‘Collection de
Monogrammes commencé le 15
Juillet 1867’. n.p. after 1867.
£350
Oblong album, ff. [1], 30; each recto with eight
hand-drawn squares, into which are pasted various
printed and embossed monograms, as well as
occasional illustrations and vignettes (205 images in
total), facing verso pages with handwritten key to
the monograms; brown cloth-backed boards,
marbled endpapers.

A nineteenth-century handmade album of French
aristocratic monograms.
Begun in 1867, this fascinating album includes
embossed monograms belonging to members of the
French aristocracy. Apparently excised from calling
cards and invitations, these intricate monograms are
accompanied with facing keys to their owners.
Monograms of various barons, counts, dukes,
duchesses and viscounts appear here, along with
princes and princesses, as well as young ladies out in
society. Although most are French, there are a
number of Russian monograms, suggesting that the
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album was compiled by someone moving in FrancoRussian circles, such as those found in Paris and the
French Riviera. The latter became an increasingly
popular destination for Russian aristocrats
throughout the nineteenth century.
Most of the album pages are dedicated to
monograms, with exceptions at pages 3, 5, 14, and
24, which include calligraphic days of the week, and
various hand drawn coloured vignettes of Alpine
flowers, studies of birds and insects, and human
figures. Though all beautifully executed, particularly
charming are the couple of whimsical drawings of
rabbits in late nineteenth-century dress: one eating a
giant carrot, another fishing in a frock coat.
The album was clearly compiled over time, but the
overall organization is uniform, with each
monogram hand-numbered, even where a name is
missing. Just under a quarter of the images are
unidentified, and these are usually heraldic, rather
than the more traditional overlapping initials. The
album fits within the broader vogue for philatelic
and numismatic collecting and antiquarianism
which swept Europe in the second half of the
nineteenth century, and which inspired the printed
monogram collections which proliferated from the
1890s.

Victorian Sketchbook
[CARICATURES.] Scrap album with 24 finely
executed cartoons and satirical drawings. n.p.
ca 1870.
£1200
Oblong 4to album (270 x 380mm), ll. 24 of finely
executed drawings and satirical cartoons in pencil
and brown and black ink, one signed N. Williams,
others initialed E. W.; first few leaves with less

competent botanical studies; throughout with some
dust-soiling and light spotting; occasional ink offsetting or show- through; original dark green
blindstamped cloth, head and tail of spine chipped,
some loss to foot of spine, stain to upper board;
extremities quite worn and rubbed, but firm.

A large album of immensely fun and varied cartoons
and sketches from the Victorian period. This
scrapbook contains 24 finely executed pen-and-ink
drawings, all by the same distinctive hand.
Many of the humorous vignettes are full-page
illustrations, such as the first which is a copy of a
well-known caricature of Benjamin Disraeli,
entitled ‘Sancho Patsy’s Feast, or: The
Irish Session and the “Truly Liberal”
Government’ (from the periodical Fun, 1 August
1868). In the guise of a magician or wizard, stonefaced Disraeli (the Prime Minister following the
recent fall of Gladstone’s liberal government) is
seated at dinner and lifts a dish cover
labelled ‘mystification’ revealing the
dish of ‘habeas corpus suspension’ as
attendants walk away bearing dishes
labelled ‘Catholic University’ and
‘Religious Enquiry Levelling Up’. It is
of course a play on Cervantes’ Sancho
Panza, which has given fodder to
satirists since the age of Hogarth.
Most of the illustrations appear to be
of the author’s own design, and they
include a wide array of topics
including individual character studies,
satires on dress, appearance, parties,
social conundrums, sports, holidays
and daily life.
One amusing scene shows a variety of
silly croquet stances, and all the
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illustrations teem with detail and attendant figures,
such as a riotous picnic in which there is much
movement and gaiety. While the vignettes are
charming, the cartoon strips show the real flair of
this artist, and include amusing events such as the
trials and tribulations of the bald man trying to find
a suitable hairpiece. Women feature prominently
throughout, and the author has much to say about
perceptions of females in society. A page showing
dress through the ages shows the changing
silhouettes from 1668 to 1863 (from form-fitting to
enormous), and there are various studies of hair and
headgear, a ballerina’s stance and woman with a tiny
dog and improbable bustle – all with a satirist’s eye.
Some sketches are inspired by the short-lived The
Girl of the Period Almanack and Miscellany (1868/9)
edited by one ‘Miss Echo’, which features ‘a variety
of smoking, drinking immodestly attired young
hoydens engaged in a range of athletic, fast and
unfeminine pursuits who serve to point up, by
implication, how properly conduced ‘natural’ young
women should deport themselves’ (H. Fraser et al,
Gender and the Victorian Periodical, Cambridge
2003). The immensely observant detail on dress and
wry commentary on a woman’s place – in what was
an era of mounting discontent – suggests that the
artist here may well be a young woman, taking
inspiration from printed satire and the general
atmosphere of the late 1860s. There is much to take
in here, in a book which shows the minutiae of
Victorian social conventions and dress through the
eyes of a budding home-satirist.

Book of Friends
ALBUM AMICORUM. HEYLWAGEN,
Cornelius. Album Amicorum. Stam[m]
Buch worinnen Die Edle Nahmen und Das
angenehme Zudencken Seiner Hoch und
Werthgeschätzten Gönner und Freunde Mit
aller Hochachtung und Ergebenheit
verehret Cornelius Heylwagen Joh: Georg:
Pol: Saxo. Johanngeorgenstadt, Freyberg,
Oberwiesenthal, Suhl, and a few places
further away, Johanngeorgenstadt u.a.,
1727- 1758.
£9500
Oblong 8vo album (215 x 115 mm), of 172 leaves
containing 68 entries in ink, together with 22 fullpage or near full-page illustrations on vellum, 14
colourful gouaches, one extremely delicate collage of
textile material, a painting and cut-out paper, one
leaf of calligraphy, all on vellum, 7 ink and pen
drawings, most of which with additional water
colour or wash (3 on vellum), one leaf with
mounted copper engraving, ll. 79 blank;
contemporary calf decorated in gilt (mostly
now faint) and spine with raised bands,
patterned endpapers of golden stars and
dots over purple tinted paper; binding a bit
rubbed, internally occasional spotting or
browning (the usual traces of the volume’s
original use); one gouache with the face of
one protagonist wiped out; a fine and
completely unsophisticated copy with no
leaves removed.

A v i b r a n t l y co l o u r f u l A l b u m
Amicorum with unusually frank and
erotic illustrations and inscriptions many of them on vellum.
The Album Amicorum, or book of
friends, is a predecessor of the
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modern autograph book. The tradition started with
German students in the middle of the 16th century.
The albums created contain inscriptions, poems,
drawings, watercolours etc., from fellow students or
professors, with some of the images commissioned
from professional artists. They provide a vivid
picture of life at the time and are carefully
constructed to present a portrait or characterization
of their owner.
This particular album is unusual in having a
number illustrations bordering on the erotic,
utilising early modern German erotic motifs. A
textile and paper collage in the form of a sausage,
with a central male figure and the verse: ‘Nach
meiner Wurst die Madel durst’ - all the girls are keen
on my sausage, or a colour wash drawing illustrating
under the motto ‘Zart Schöne Jungfrau dieweil ich
wust, dass Ihr zu Füchsen und Vöglein habt Lust’.
Another fine colour wash on vellum illustration
shows a couple, she much younger than her suitor/
husband, with two small figures in the corner, one
splashing money around, the other one with a pair of
horns, presumably suggesting the financial benefits
of going after the older man, with the possibly side
route of cuckolding him. Risqué illustrations are

mixed with biblical or classical mottos and
dedications.
One fine watercolour depicts a globe
predictably identifying Europe, Asia, China and
Africa, but also showing the Australian
coastline, Terra Australis Incognita, and in the
northern Hemisphere the archipelago of
Novaya Zemlya. The next leaf on vellum, is a
highly professional, unfinished portrait of
Heylwagen in pencil, ink and orange bistre,

signed by Behling. Other illustrated leaves represent
the suitable iconography for an Album Amicorum; a
drawing of the cross lying on a table with threedimensional letters of the word ‘Jesus’, a heartshaped calligraphic poem, a chamber with a table
laid with a deck of playing cards, a clay pipe and a
carafe of wine and a glass, or a group of drinkers of
both sexes leaving a tavern at night,
drinkers (all male) in a tavern
having a good time.
C l e a r l y, H e y l w a g e n , w h o
originally came from
Johanngeorgenstadt, was a
student who travelled and made
friends (who contributed to this
album and occasionally employed
professional scribes and
miniaturists) in Regensburg,
Vienna, Strasbourg and smaller
places in-between.
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Devilish Burlesque
DUBOULAY, A. Amphigouri diabolique.
Satirical pencil drawings based on text by
Pierre-Jean de Beranger. [Paris,] ca 1850.
£3800
Oblong 4to, ll. 6 (225 x 300mm) of pencil
drawings, undated ca 1825/1830; title with old
repair to marginal tear, not touching the
illustration, some light foxing and a little dustsoiled; inscription in ink on front free endpaper
‘vente a Dubouloy dessiné par lui’; later half red
crushed morocco over red cloth, spine in
compartments, gilt lettering directly to spine
‘Amphigouri’; with two book plates to front
pastedown: M Ch. Duplomb, and the exlibris of
Lucienne Corneux Filloux, bookplate engraved by
Decaris.

Six fine original pencil drawings depicting an array
of comical devilish figures involved in burlesque acts
to illustrate Béranger’s erotic poem Amphigouri.
Pierre-Jean de Béranger (1780 - 1857) was a prolific
French poet and chansonnier, who enjoyed great
popularity and influence in France during the period
of the Restoration. He found fame with his first
published collection of songs and poems in 1815
(Chansons morales et autre). His material was
greatly in demand in in the singing societies or
‘goguettes’ which sprang up during the Restoration
and the July Monarchy as a means of circumventing
censorship laws and the ban on political parties. He
was a highly successful performer of his own songs,
and thus an ancestor of post war French
chansonniers. These six pencil drawings were
produced in his lifetime, and dedicated to him by the
artist A. Dubulay.

Te Deum on New Year’s Eve
[RELIGION.] Protesta per il
Ringraziamento dell’Anno’, n.p., c. 1820.
£300

Duboulay has
deliberately given
Berenger’s
Amphigouri a
‘diabolical’ twist
and depicts his
figures within the
gaping mouth of
the Devil. The
illustrations were
apparently never
published.

4to, ll. [18], with pp. 3 of manuscript entry in a very
legible cursive hand, followed by one line of music
Te Deum, with musical notation; remaining leaves
blank; wove paper, no watermark; bound in elegant
red morocco, monogram N.D. within gilt circle to
upper board, decorative gilt floral border, flat spine
decoratively gilt; with silk bookmark; a fine copy.

A fine and evocative Catholic personal prayer
book of thanksgiving, evoking the Te Deum,
the hymn of thanksgiving on New Year’s Eve,
to thank God for all of the blessings received
over the course of the previous year, and then
to invoke His blessings for the coming year.
The remaining pages, which were presumably
meant for personal reflection on further
reasons to be grateful or possibly New Year’s
resolution, remain blank.
Regrettably the owner of this finely bound
prayer book cannot be identified.
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Woman Artist Augsburg Costume and Prague City Cries
[ROHBAUSCH, Helena Regina, nee Motz.]
Sammlung Augspurgischer Kleider, Trachten.
Collection de divers habits, usités dans la Ville
d'Augsbourg; within an album of Costume
plates. Augsburg, Johann Michael Motz, n.d.
[ca 1757].
£9000
Fine album of costume plates (album 192 x
250mm), including a complete run of Helena Regina
Rohbausch’s Sammlung Augspurgischer Kleider,
finely hand-coloured and heightened in gilt
((150x100mm), faint glue traces in corner, two
plates with some marginal discolouring; 26 plates of
Bohemian costume, printed by F. K. Wolf in Prague,
(plate mark 117 x 66mm) and 30 plates mostly from
König’s Neue Sammlung von Schweizertrachten (144
x 96mm), together with some mostly German city
views and 10 military plates; plates mounted in late
18th century album, red roan, flat spine and sides
with gilt decoration, extremities rubbed and upper
hinge starting; from the library of the collector of
costume books Louis Becker whose books were sold
at auction in 1954.

A lovingly-compiled and fascinating album of
costume plates, including the fine and very rare only
published work by 18th-century female artist and
engraver Helena Regina Rohbausch.
This album is full of interesting images, but the
engravings by Rohbausch are particularly superb,
and show in great detail the kind of costumes to be
found in Augsburg in this period. Sartorial
distinctions are made between private life, social

functions, and churchgoing. She brilliantly captures
richness and detail in both the fabrics and the style
of dress.
Rohbausch represents different classes of society and
functions: elegant bridal wear, the dress of city
burghers, patrician churchgoing outfits (for both
Catholics and Protestants), funerary and celebratory
dress. Young girls, nursery maids and a midwife are
all shown in their finery, with exquisite detailing and
an extraordinary accuracy of fabric and style. The
women are in a dazzling array of colours and styles,
with profuse amounts of lace, splendid hats, gloves,
fans and the occasional devotional object such as
elaborate rosary beads.
The colouring is particularly remarkable; different
fabrics are rendered with a tactile quality, which has
been further enhanced with gilt and albumen. The
engravings have been closely observed from life, by a
talented female artist who lived in this
community. Helena Regina Rohbausch
(1735-1769) was the daughter of the
miniaturist and art publisher Johann
Michael Motz, and worked as an
engraver in his Ausburg publishing
house. In 1757 she married Christoph
Gottlieb Rohbausch. This is her only
published work, and although she is
identified on only six of the plates, the
remaining ones are clearly also by her.
The fine pictorial title shows a detailed
view of the city of Augsburg.
2. Also included is a series of 26
Bohemian costume plates, with the
imprint F. K. Wolf in Prague. They are
part of a very rare series of in all 56
colour plates, provisionally entitled
‘Böhmische Trachten’ (Bohemian
Costume). These handcoloured
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etchings and engravings have no captions, just their
imprints. According to Beall only two or three sets
are in existence, all incomplete. They depict Prague
‘types’, including a pretzel-seller, students laden with
books, a postman, and a sausage vendor, all with fine
contemporary hand-colouring.
3. 30 plates from the König’s, Neue Sammlung von
Schweizertrachten, F. N, König, 1811, and a similar
southern German series. All have captions in
German and French and depict costumes from the
bourgeoisie and the lower ranks of society. Various
Swiss cantons appear here, and it is possible to make
out differences in regional dress.
Rohbausch: Colas 2571, Hiler 756; Lipperheide 771;
OCLC: Berlin, Munich; Augsburg; New York Public
Library; V & A.; Bohemian Costume: Beall O16, with a
detailed listing on the partial reprint of 1930 ‘Der Prager
Kaufruf von Paul Nettle’, Beall O17.

Engraver to the German Beau Monde
ROSMÄSLER, [?Johann August] Album
‘Saemtliche Kupferstichwerke des verstorbenen
Herrn Rosmaesler in Leipzig’ (title in ink). n.p.
1783.
£4200
Folio album (520 x 320mm) of ll. 32, [2] blue paper
sheets onto which are pasted more than 100 cut-out
engravings, ranging in size from 55 x 75 mm to 170
x 220 mm; title in manuscript, along with possible
early shelfmark; late eighteenth-century half sheep
over marbled boards, spine worn, with splits at head
and tail, but holding firm.

Large home-made album of more than one hundred
images by the prolific copperplate engraver Johann
August Rosmäsler of Leipzig (1752-1783).
This extraordinary posthumous compilation of cutout engraved illustrations includes a wide variety of
designs and styles, representing the range of
publications Rosmäsler appeared in during
his career. Particularly well-represented are
ladies’ fashions and coiffures, which he
produced for almanacs, magazines and
pocket books, such as the first iteration of
the Göttinger Musenalmanach, which ran
from 1770 to 1807. The intricate head-andshoulder illustrations vary from region to
region, thus Coëffures de Leipsic and
Coëffures de Dresde show the extraordinary
hair and millinery fashions of the German
beau monde, and it is possible to compare
these with Coëffures Françoises and, by far
the most spectacular, Coëffures de Paris. The
styles may be different, but they share the
same towering aspect, with beads, jewels,
flowers and feathers in abundance. Some are
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captioned, giving an idea of the events at which these
hair designs were paraded, and what they were
called.
The album also includes numerous vignettes which
doubtless appeared as book illustrations, with just
about every kind of content represented: lovers,
fights, journeys, interiors and exteriors of fine
houses, as well as urban, pastoral, and mythological
scenes. There are many small portrait roundels, and
Rosmäsler’s skill as a silhouettist is also in evidence,
with several silhouette-portraits of various sizes,
including a large war memorial design for Henry
Klausing, possibly intended as relief for a tomb or
monument.
The Rosmäsler (or Rosmäßler) family of Leipzig
produced several engravers in the same generation,
whose work is often confused. The brothers Johann
Adolph (1770–1821), Friedrich (1775–1858), and
Johann August (1752–1783) were apparently sons of
a chimney-sweep. They were known and mentioned
by Daniel Chodowiecki, and collectively engraved
more than 400 book illustrations. This splendid
album, a real
labour of love,
provides an
amazing insight
not only into
the breadth of
work produced
by a jobbing
engraver and
illustrator, but
also into
G e r m a n
literature and
society in the
late eighteenth
century.

Calligraphy & Penmanship
Schoolboy Calligraphy
LAMBERT, Percy. Penmanship, mid 19th
Century handwritten calligraphy manuscript
containing 10 double page calligraphic
examples. n.p. 1841.
£280
4to (260x205mm), pp. 40 on Whatman paper,
watermarked 1841, with 10 double-page spreads of
carefully laid out calligraphic examples; bound in
embossed lime green boards with leather spine,
ruled in gilt; extremities a little worn, and head and
tail of spine rubbed; old repair to front gutter; with
contemporary childish inscription Percy Lambert to
final endpaper.

A fine example of penmanship exercises by a
schoolboy named Percy Lambert. The collection
includes quite remarkable examples of shaded and
decorated alphabets.
Each double-page spread is produced under a motto
or heading, most of the early ones with religious
messages, some of the later ones conveying historical
facts. Thus they range from ‘Trust Ye in the Lord’, to
pages devoted to the Great Fire of London, Sir
Francis Drake, or the founding of Charity Schools.
Religious exhortation is prominent feature,
elaborated on with great calligraphic skill.
There is no information on the schoolboy Percy
Lambert, but the manuscript can be dated with the
help of the watermarked paper used (Whatman
1841).
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Italic Handwriting with Manuscript Examples
BLUNT, Wilfrid & Will CARTER, selectors.
Italic Handwriting, some examples of everyday
cursive hands. London, Newman Neame, 1954.
£150
Oblong 4to (218 x 285mm), [vi], ll. 32, [1] imprint
(printed by Will Carter at the Rampant Lion’s Press,
Cambridge); in the original black boards, internal
spiral ring binding; extremities a little rubbed, and
foot of spine sunned; with sixteen original examples
of italic handwriting (varying sizes) pasted in.

A special copy of this Italic Handwriting manual
with sixteen original manuscript examples of italic
handwriting, some by attendees of the course offered
by the tutor William Campbell at the Attingham
Park Shropshire Adult Education College. Campbell
had apparently encouraged his students to write in
with manuscript examples and also asked other
visitors to Attingham who were ‘practitioners of the
italic hand’ to provide examples. Amongst the
manuscript contributions are a number submitted
from South Africa, from members of the South
African Society for Italic Handwriting.
The original manuscript examples nicely
complement the examples included in the book,
which basically consists of a brief introduction on
the benefits of Italic handwriting followed by fortythree examples reproduced by offset lithography.
Most of them are from calligraphers such as Alfred
Fairbank, Irene Wellington, Anthony Gardner, Roger
Powell, Frank Taylor, Tom Gourdy, David Kindersley,
Mark Severin and/or friends of the compilers, such
as Stanley Morison, Philip Gaskell etc.
Attingham Park was used as an adult education
college between 1948 and 1976.

Modernist Calligraphic Exercises by a Spanish
Woman
[CALLIGRAPHY.] Album. Private calligraphy
album, manuscript in ink, prepared by
Mercedes. Barcelona, 1872.
£1800
Oblong folio (260 x 352mm), ll. [55], all but one
manuscript in black ink, final leaf resembling an
illuminated manuscript, in full colour heightened in
gilt; brown crushed morocco blind-stamped and
with raised metal bosses; central device removed,
lacking metal clasps; moirée silk endpapers, gilt
doublures; a.e.g.; extremities a little rubbed; a fine
album.

A fine and fascinating calligraphy album, showing
the beginnings of the Spanish modernist aesthetic in
text-forms.
This album - evidently both a space for practice and
a fair-copy book - shows the progression from
elementary penmanship to extravagant letter forms,
from basic pen-strokes to bold geometric and
professional-looking exercises. Elementary penstrokes are practised, both as individual letters
repeated for whole line, or individual words in
varying sizes. These basic efforts are interspersed
with the whole alphabet in ‘écriture ronde’ elaborate flourishes added to copperplate, italic, and
gothic scripts.
Particularly appealing are the decorated alphabets,
or fancy letters, which take up the second half of the
album. Through the application of shading, patterns
and decorations the letters are strikingly bold and
attractive. Some resemble nineteenth-century
grotesque typographic letter forms, and are
particularly impressive for the delicacy of their
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execution and the variety of designs introduced.
Letterforms with flora growing from them and
others resembling armour are accompanied by
pared-back versions which speak to the growing
modernist movement.
Ten fine trompe-l’oeil business and visiting cards
locate the album in Barcelona, and the central one
carries the inscription, ‘a mi querida Mama su hija,
Mercedes’, 1872 - a dedication to her mother. This
young woman was very talented; her modernist
aesthetic - which would go on to be a lasting
hallmark of Barcelona’s visual identity - prefigures
both the 1888 World Fair and the architectural works
of Antonio Gaudí, and shows the influence of
European modernisme in the late nineteenth
century.

Calligraphic ABC with Health
Recipes
[CALLIGRAPHY.] Vorgeschrifft
Büchlin. German manuscript on
paper, written in a clean hand in red
and black ink. n.p. 1.2. 1664.
£1800
Oblong 8vo (105 x 195mm), ll. 22, with 20
large decorative initials, written in red and
black ink, in two distinct hands; unbound; a
little dust-soiled and occasional light dampstaining, but an attractive manuscript.

Charming private writing manual,
combining an introduction to various
type or writing styles with an ABC book,
written on rectos only. These are
presumably copied from examples of various writing
masters, each beginning with a large oversized initial,
followed by religious text of quotation. The
individual writing styles are identified in the text
‘Belegtte Cantzelly, Gmeine Cantzelly, Glegtte
Corentt, Gleggte Ligettür, Gschobene Corennt,
Gebrochne Ligatür, Kleine Ligattür, Gschoßene
Ligattur, Doplette Fragttür, Gmeine Fragtür? etc’.
In ca 1800 the manuscript has been reused. The
versos, which had been kept blank in the original
manuscript, are now utilised first for personal notes,
but mostly for popular medicine recipes. Medical
topics covered include the treatment of warts,
poisoning, rabies, cancer, deafness, etc. A brief fourpage section includes 32 riddles, which also include
the date of this addition.
Overall an interesting compilation, well deserving of
further study.
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Games & Riddles
Family Game
[GAME.] Gioco della Campagna e del
Martello. Manuscript in ink, together with five
hand-coloured cards. n.p. ca 1800.
£1000
Bound manuscript in ink, (215 x 135mm), pp. 7, [1]
blank; stitched in pattern paper wrappers, with five
cards (74 x 114mm), with pen and wash
illustrations, red backing and surrounds.

A handmade version of a popular early nineteenthcentury card game. The game comes with a neatly
handwritten rulebook, and five carefully rendered
watercolour sketches on heavy cardboard backed
onto red paper. These depict a bell, a hammer, a bell
and hammer, a horse, and a (rather grand) tavern.
Between five and twenty players could
participate in this game, which required
counters, a shaker, and eight special dice.
Normal dice could be used where the number 6
was known as the ‘campagna e martello’. Players
began by bidding for the cards, and after all
cards were auctioned off, took turns to roll the
dice, receiving or paying bets according to the
roll, and the cards they held. The player who
possessed the white horse always commenced
proceedings, and turns were taken until all the
counters were gone.
This is an Italian version – presumably copied
for the use of one particular family - of a game
which was first produced in German in around
1800. Known as Glocke und Hammer or
Schimmel, it was supposedly invented in 1800
by the Viennese publisher and art dealer,
Heinrich Friedrich Müller (1779-1848). It

became wildly popular in the early nineteenth
century, particularly amongst the Jewish community,
and was first published in Britain in 1816. See:
Helmut Schwarz, Games we play: History of J.W.
Spear & Sons (Ware, 1997).

Japanese ‘Hundred Poets’
PLAYING CARDS - JAPANESE. Hyakunin
Isshu Karuta. n.p., ca 1840.
£2200
Two sets of 100 partly printed, partly manuscript
cards (78 x 54 mm); Yomifuda ("reading cards")
illustrated with a charming sketch of the poet and
the complete poem, and the corresponding set of
Torifuda ("grabbing cards") with just the end of the
poem; contained within purple and gilt cloth
wrappers and housed in a two part wooden box.

A well-preserved deck of Japanese literary playing
cards, consisting of two sets of one hundred cards
each. The first, Yomifuda ("reading cards")
contains reading cards with a figure of a person,
his or her name and a complete poem by him or
her on each one, the other Torifuda ("grabbing
cards"), each corresponding to a yomifuda but
with only the ending lines of their
corresponding poem.
The game is traditionally played on New Year’s
Day. Participants are tested on their knowledge
and memory of the ancient poems. Each player
has to draw a card from the pictorial yomifuda
pack and find its fitting literary complement in
the calligraphic torifuda pack as fast as possible.
Hyakunin Isshu (literally "one hundred poets,
one poem each"), also referred to as Hundred
Poets is a traditional antholog y style
compilation of Japanese waka poetry.
See Kaplan 347.
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Riddles and Literary Enigmas
REUSNER, Nicolaus. AEnigmatographia sive
sylloge aenigmatum et griphorum convialium.
Ex variis & diversis auctoribus, tam antiquis,
quam novis, collectorum & uno volumine
comprehensorum. Francfort, G. Draud & Ph.
Angelus, 1599.
£1800
12mo (130 x 77mm), pp. [xxiv], 120, 358 (recte
359); occasional faint marginal dampstaining, a little
browned due to paperstock; bound in pp. [48], of
which pp. 32 with manuscript notes entitled: index
Aenigmatorum ordine alphabetico per paginas, and
Index Logogriphorum pagind’, ownership
inscriptions, see below; contemporary full vellum,
yapp edges, no ties; sides with decorative border and
blind pressed floral decoration; small old worm
track from cover diminishing into first five leaves;
title in contemporary ms. on spine.

First edition. An attractive copy of this important
work on literary riddles and enigmas by an
influential German polymath. Latin riddles or
enigmas were held in high regard by humanists, and
mastery of the form was considered a key element of
elite professional culture, particularly amongst
practitioners of the law. Reusner’s volume contains
some 1800 puzzles compiled from over 240 authors,
from ancient thinkers to Renaissance humanists.
Indeed, the small book is an impressive feat of
scholarship, in which Reusner has combed and
compiled a vast number of books and pamphlets to
explore the nature of the literary enigma.
Nicolaus Reusner (1545–1602) was a German jurist
and intellectual, who published more than eighty
works on a wide range of topics. He was born into a
family of wealthy German landowners in Löwenberg,

Silesia. He studied in Wittenberg and Leipzig, under
Modestinus Pistoris, and Leonhard Badehorn. In
Leipzig, imperial physician Georg Wirth (1524–
1613) persuaded him to abandon medicine and
study law, on which he became a foremost authority.
In 1594 he was sent on an (unsuccessful) diplomatic
mission to Krakau, to petition military support
against the Turks on behalf of Mecklenburg.
This attractively bound copy belonged to the
Benedictine priest philosopher and poet Basilius
Meggle (1754-1830). He published his own
collections of Neo-Latin epigrams, and it seems likely
that the extensive manuscript index on the final
blank leaves in this volume are his work. Augmenting
Reusner’s volume with an alphabetised index for
speed of reference, he doubtless used the
compendium for composition and inspiration of his
own works in the epigrammatic tradition.
VD16 R 1370.
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Rebus and Manuscript Riddles
[RIDDLE.] LORSCH, W. Rätsel, Gedichte und
Stellen gesammelt von W. Lorsch. German
manuscript in ink on paper, illustrated with
sketches in pencil and ink. First half of the 19th
century.
£650
Tall 8vo, ll. 44; in a 16th century notebook, covered
in a late medieval antiphonal manuscript leaf on
vellum, four vellum ties; spine repaired, a little dustsoiled, else fine.

A charming commonplace book of humorous rebus,
riddles and jokey sayings, clearly prepared for family
entertainment.The volume starts with a number of
longer texts, amongst them a humorous CV, satirical
tomb stone inscriptions (such as ‘Hier liegt ein
Schuft, der in der Gruft, Erst Nutzen bringt: Er düngt’ ), ‘questions and tasks’ (Fragen und
Aufgaben) together with their answers. This is
followed by limericks, humorous poems and word
games.
The second half is taken up by amateurish but
amusing picture riddles, one of them on the Schiller
quote ‘Die Welt ist vollkommen überall wo der
Mensch nicht hinkommt mit seiner Qual’ (nature is
perfect wherever we stray, 'Tis man that deforms it
with care.). A notebook, covered in a sixteenthcentury antiphonal vellum leaf is used for this
private manuscript commonplace book, the paper is
watermarked with a fool’s head or Narrenkopf.

Juvenile
Schoolboy Mathematics
ADLINGTON, George. Vulgar Fractions.
Manuscript schoolbook. [n.p.] 1813.
£300
4to (217 x 187 mm), pp. 44, manuscript in ink in an
attractive and neat hand, name in red within a blue
roundel to inside front wrapper; original marbled
wrappers, pencil shopping list with additions to
inside back wrapper; extremities a little worn, but
holding firm.

A charming manuscript maths school book of one
George Adlington. He worked on vulgar (ie.
common or non-decimal) fractions, their reduction
(division), addition, subtraction and multiplication,
with attractive calligraphic titles for each section.
Each section is headed by a fine calligraphic title,
and in general the
schoolbook is amazingly well
presented, with a clear feel
for lay-out and design. This
type of hand-written
ciphering book was a
common method for
learning mathematics,
penmanship and spelling,
and thus documents early
nineteenth-century
educational methods. The
text is frequently copied from
contemporary textbooks.
Sadly there is no further
information on the diligent
schoolboy George Adlington.
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Drawing Classes
DUVILLARD, Jean. Album with colourful
juvenile drawings of the later architect.
Mulhouse, 1905 - 1907.
£650
Oblong 4to (200 x 245mm), ll. 46 with juvenile
pencil drawings, ca. half of them with water-colour
wash; individual images dated and marked, a couple
of drawings loose, else fine; original full cloth
album, with ink lettering and dating to upper board
(binding a little stained).

A fine drawing sketchbook of Jean Duvillard, third
son of the well-known architect Ernest Duvillard,
who later trained as an architect himself. The
sketchbook is clearly the result of drawing lessons,
since the individual sketches are dated and marked in
an adult hand, with remarks such as ‘bien’, ‘très bien’
or ‘d’après nature’.
At the time the young ‘artist’ Jean (1898- ) was just 7
to 9 years old. Some of the subjects are suitably
‘childish’, such as little animals (including an
elephant, a bear and a goose), copied coloured
sketches including a little princess facing a pelican, a
ship and a locomotive, or a resting Barbar; others are
decidedly more advanced, such as a bunch of
cherries or a church from nature, and a number of
copies of book illustrations. Particularly interesting
are the well executed architectural drawings.
Competent plans, elevations and views of buildings,
which are clearly inspired by the the profession of
the father.
Ernest Duvillard (1859-1918) trained and practised
as an architect and ran a successful architectural
studio in Mulhouse. Amongst his buildings we find
the Banque d’Alsace & Lorraine in Mulhouse and a
number of private villas and mansions, both in

Mulhouse and in Basel. He married into the
Dollfus-Mieg family and later got involved in the
reform of the business, (see J. Blanc, Les Engel, un
famille d’industriels et philanthrope, 1994, p. 178
ff.).

Quadrupeds Illustrated
HOOFT, Gerrit Lodewijk Hendrik. Courte
Description des Quadrupèdes. Manuscript in
ink with twelve ink and wash drawings. n.p.
n.p. 1794.
£3500
Manuscript in Ink. 4to (280 x 220 mm), pp. [ii],
[14], written in a neat hand in brown ink within
single ink ruled border, an elaborate pen and ink
wash drawing to the title-page, 11 further ink
drawings of animals framed in yellow borders
within brown and black ink rules, some of the inked
borders bleeding through the paper, 9 of the 11
drawings tipped in, each picture labelled and
accompanied by text written in a neat hand,
some light browning throughout and
occasional marks, in the original decorative
wrappers, spine chipped, edges dog-eared.

A delightful illustrated essay on
quadrupeds by the fifteen year old
Gerrit Lodewijk Hendrik Hooft. The
manuscript is charmingly illustrated
and shows Hooft to have been an
accomplished artist for his age: there
are eleven pen and ink drawings of
quadrupeds in a variety of landscape
settings. The animals included are
mostly domestic animals: bulls, cows,
horses, donkeys, sheep, rams, goats
(does and bucks), angora goats, pigs
and wild boar. In each case, the most
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notable characteristics of the animal are given below
the drawing. The illustrations are simply but
strikingly framed with a yellow wash between single
ruled lines. In a brief preface, Hooft sets out his
reasoning for undertaking this project: that of all the
qualities of the many animals in creation - such as
the eyesight of an eagle able to spot a lamb from way
up high - only man has a soul and has the ability to
study and understand them in order to praise God
for their creation. The realisation of this ‘agreeable
duty’ has led him to decide to spend his leisure hours
putting together this project in the hopes that it will
bring pleasure to his parents:
‘Convaincu de ce devoir agréable, j’ai intention
d’employer mes heures de loisir a faire une courte
description des proprietés particulieres des
quadrupedes; en y ajoutant les animaux mêmes
dessinés en encre de Chine. -- Je ne doute que mes
chers Parents n’applaudissent à ce dessein et c’est
dans cette douce esprance que je me dis avec respect
leur obeissant fils, G.L.H. Hooft’.
Gerrit Lodewijk Hendrik Hooft (1779-1872) later
entered politics and served as burgomaster of the
Hague from 1843 to 1858.

Charming Private Reading List
[LIBRARY.] M.D. Food for Nestlings
(cover title). A catalogue of Children’s
Books with the Ages at which they are
most desirable as Presents. The Stars
denote those books which have been
found particularly valuable or
amusing. Manuscript in ink. n.p.,
1830s.
£800
8vo, pp. 36, and embossed paper notebook,
wrappers in pink, text pages ivory, title page with
watercolour sketch of owl with chicks; first ll. 9
with embossed border by Dobbs; listing over 80
books; handmade limp boards, with silk ribbon
spine, sides with embossed border and
handdrawn sketch of chicks in a pod.

A delightful manuscript reading list with
suggestions of books for children, with a
brief section of books for ‘Mama’. The
entries are under a variety of headings,
such as Books of Amusement, which
includes Nursery Rhymes (Darton, 1806),
An Early stage on the road to learning
(Darton, 1809/24), Mary and her cat
(Darton, 1819), or highly recommended,
Miss Edgworth’s first lessons. In many cases
the age for which a book might be
appropriate is also given, such as Harris’
Always Happy and Mrs Trimmer’s Ladder
to Learning are right for 7 year olds.
Sandford & Merton is right for ages 7 to 11,
The Wars of the Jews, published by Harris
for 10 to 11; Wakefield’s Juvenile Travellers
for age 11.
A separate section is devoted to Natural
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History, and includes Alfred Mill’s Natural History of
48 Quadrupeds, or Bird Catching or the Northern
Adventures (1823).
Books of Instruction include Watts’ First Catechism,
Barbauld’s Hymns, Trimmer’s Lessons from the Old
and New Testament with engravings (with the note
that small children could benefit from it, but that the
book should not be used for reading practice unless
the child can read with ease).
A further section covers Lessons Books, including
Carpenter’s Spelling Book, or Murray’s Introduction
to the English Reader, and Butler’s Arithmetical
Questions. And the reading list concludes with a
section of French Books, such as Bibliothèque des
Enfans, or Perrin’s Elements of French Conversation.
Additional charm is derived from the presentation, a
notebook with embossed papers by Dobson, hand
stitched into limp boards, again decorated with
Dobb’s embossed papers and adorned with a silk
ribbon spine.
Dobbs & Co were an ‘ornamental stationers and
pencil manufacturers’ in the early years of the 19th
century, and were the first company to exploit the
commercial potential of paper embossing. Henry
Dobbs, trading at 8 New Bridge Street, London, led
the company under many guises – Dobbs & Co;
Dobbs, Dobbs & Pratt; Dobbs, Bailey & Co; Dobbs,
Kidd & Co. The Dobbs name was synonymous with
high quality embossing, and the very idea of having
embossing on paper was a luxury. Initially the
market for Dobbs’s paper was for ceremonial items
such as invitations, menus and mourning cards. (see
Encyclopedia of Ephemera).

Commercial Arithmetic
WALLIS MASON, William His Book. bought
April 15th 1752. 18th century manuscript
arithmetic book. 1752.
£900
4to, (220 x 162mm), ca pp. 160, completed ink, with
a variety of different commercial calculations in ink,
written in a clean and legible hand; vellum bound
notebook, upper board with lettering in black ink:
William Wallis mason His Book, April 15th, 1752;
front pastedown and free endpaper with some
schoolboy scribblings, final endpaper with
calculations in ink and name; occasionally a little
dust-soiled, but in very good condition.

A fascinating 18th-century manuscript commercial
arithmetic book. This is clearly the exercise or copy
book of a student of arithmetic, giving examples of
all manner of practical transactions to be
encountered in business life. The subjects covered
include ‘Bills of Parcels’, ‘Bills of Book Debts etc’,
‘Division’, ‘Reduction’, ‘Proportion or the Golden
Rule or Single Rule of Three Direct’ with example
workings for presumably fictitious clients ‘Mr
Thomas Shotmeasure’, ‘Rev'd Euclid Peachy’, ‘Paul
Purseproud Upholder’ and the like. Each section
begins with a brief account of the mathematical
transaction covered. Further business calculations
have been studied, with workings for Tare weight
of Tobacco from Virginia, Fellowship and
Company trading, Interest etc., all with both a
theoretical discussion of the transaction and
practical calculations. An unusually good
Arithmetic copy book, being in clean and original
condition.
William Wallis Mason was born in Birmingham
about 1746. He is recorded in Chapman's trade
directory as a merchant (commerce) of 15 Temple
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Street, Birmingham. He died in 1805 and his will
reveals he was quite a wealthy man.
The will of William Wallis Mason, a Birmingham
Merchant is held by the National Archive at Kew:
Reference: PROB 11/1427/253 Date: 22 June 1805...
which seems to suggest that his mathematics and
business studies shown in this notebook stood him
in good stead.

Schoolboy’s Miniature Motoring Magazine
[JUVENILE.] The Motor. Miniature Motoring
Magazine from the 1920s. Eighteen miniature
manuscript home-made illustrated motor
magazines, entitled ‘The Motor’. Highgate,
London 1921- 1927.
sold
18 volumes, measuring between 38x25 mm and 51 x
40mm, pp. 16 each (one pp. 8), self-wrap, with
mostly colour illustration to upper wrapper and a
number of illustrations in the text; also included two
single sheets priced at 1d each; all housed in a small
contemporary Galllagher’s tobacco tin (59 x48mm).

A delightful and unique collection of eighteen 1920s
miniature manuscript motoring magazines,
produced by a schoolboy. Entitled ‘The Motor’ this
miniature production has all the hallmarks of a real
motoring publication, featuring motor cars of the
era, help and advice, parts, tools, wheels, oils, repairs
and - charmingly - advertisements.
The well-designed masthead is repeated for each
issue, and the brio of early twentieth-century
advertising is in evidence with repeating ads for
Dunlop and Ballonette and their accompanying

slogans: ‘all roads are smooth
with Ballonette’.
New cars are advertised,
usually some version on ‘The
Hustler’. This vehicle may have
been the young author’s
invention, possibly based on
t h e Hu s t l e r To y C o r p ’ s
Roadster, a popular 1920s
wooden toy car, which featured
a dashing rider.
As private motoring took off
in Britain after WW1, the craze
was accompanied by a rash of
elegantly produced colourmagazines which fanned the
flames of this new national
obsession. The young author
here copies their flair, and for
all its invention this miniature
magazine is backed with real
knowledge of the world of motoring; individual
issues concentrate on new vehicles, and scoops
within the motoring world: ‘Parliament has passed
certain laws dealing with motors. The motors will be
taxed’. A good amount of space is given over to
coverage of London public transport, such as new
bus designs on the Highgate-Shepherd’s Bush route.
The prevalence of Highgate in the issues - ‘cars
cleaned at the central cleaning and laundry,
Highgate’ - suggests that the author was native to
North London, though he kept an eye on vehicular
news from throughout the capital, featuring details
from car auctions from as far afield as Kew. Full of
information and immaculately produced, ‘The
Motor’ is a tiny labour of love and a celebration of
the golden age of motoring.
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Libraries & Reading
Grand Tour Reading & Education
BOOK CATALOGUE - ANON. Catalogue des
Livres. French Manuscript in ink on paper. n.p.
ca 1835.
£1800
8vo (187 x 135mm), pp. [14] blank, 175, [3] blank,
23, 18 blank, 10, 103 blank, 2 (accounts), 26 blank,
unpaginated throughout; manuscript in ink, easily
legible, in double columns, within red ink border;
marbled paper wrappers; a little dog-eared, head
and tail of spine chipped and corners worn, but in
overall in very good condition.

An intriguing manuscript private library catalogue,
combined with a biographical dictionary of authors
and important historical figures, possibly prepared in
preparation for an educational ‘grand tour’ to Italy.
The book selection shows a interest in educational
texts and works for the young; travel books especially
concentrate on Italy, including travel guides, phrase
books, dictionaries and grammars.
The library catalogue is organised by titles rather
than authors. Under ‘A’ we find 'Abregé de l'histoire
ancienne', 'Aventures de télemaque', 'Aventures de
robinson crusoe par daniel de foe', 'Atlas de geographie
par delamarche', 'Atlas des departements de france et
de ses colonies par monin', 'Arithmetique (traité de)
par bourdon', 'Abregé de l'histoire de france … par
Caillot', 'Abregé des controverses par Drelincourt',
'Abregé de geometrie pratique', 'Abregé de l'histoire
naturelle traduit de l'anglais.. de gerson hesse',
'Annuaire de france' - all with a note to size and
number of volumes, but not year of publication.

The range of authors covered is
impressive; there are, of course, the
classical French authors,
dramatists and poets, such as
Boileau, C La Bruyère, Corneille,
La Fontaine, Bossuet, Claris de
Florian, Lesage, Sévigné,
Demoustier, Molière, Louis Racine
etc., but also Enlightenment
authors including Rousseau,
Voltaire, Marmontel, Fénelon. The
classics, such as Aesop, Caesar,
Horace, Plutarch and Virgil are
well represented, all in French
translation. European literature is
covered to a certain degree, again
all in French translation. Also
included are works on natural
h i s t o r y, c h e m i s t r y, b o t a ny,
medicine, hunting & shooting,
horticulture, architecture, history of art, but also
cookbooks and educational works for the young.
In addition to numerous books concerning
education, or meant for ‘la jeunesse’, the large
number of books relating to Italy suggests that the
catalogue was possibly done in preparation or as the
result of a ‘grand tour’. It clearly remained a ‘work in
progress’, with empty pages allowing room for
further additions. In all over 200 titles are listed.
There is a second part to the book catalogue, where
the anonymous compiler provides a list of contents
or excerpts to some of the books listed in the first
part. This appears to have been a short-lived exercise
and only covers a few titles, such as Delamarche’s
'Atlas de la géographie ancienne', published in 1831,
Elements d’Arithmetique by Boudon, 1826, or the
works of Bernadin de Saint-Pierre, including his
famous Paul et Virginie, published 1833.
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The larger, first part of the manuscript is an attempt
at a biographical dictionary of writers, artists and
historical figures from Abel and Agricola, Alexander
the Great, to Bodin, Boerhaave, Bonnet, Tycho Brahe,
Beccaria, Canova, Cervantes to explorers like Cook.
Close to a thousand entries are included, each
providing a brief biography, dates and main
achievements - sadly the author ran out of steam
after ‘D’.

A Lost Country House Library
[LIBRARY CATALOGUE.] Catalogue of the
Books at Hornby Castle. Manuscript library
catalogue in ink. 1859.
£2500
4to., pp. [220], plus prelims and terminal blanks;
text in manuscript on rectos only; contemporary
half black morocco over textured cloth, spine and
leather edges ruled guilt, morocco-gilt label,
marbled endpapers and edges; corners and spine
scuffed, a little uniform browning due to paper
stock.

A handsomely-produced manuscript catalogue of
the books at Hornby Castle in Yorkshire.
This catalogue, produced in a neat cursive hand, was
evidently the official record of the books at Hornby
castle, as they existed in the mid nineteenth-century,
and offers a snapshot of a lost country house library.
Alphabetically arranged, against shelfmarks, each
page has columns which helpfully note the number
of volumes, the format of each book, and the place
and year of publication. The earliest book in the
collection is a 1607 volume about the wars of Henri
II, which accompanies a handful of other
seventeenth-century productions, but the majority

of the books date to the eighteenth century,
suggesting that the library was amassed in this
period. The catalogue lists first the books in the
library followed by the books in the study, and
includes the typical mixture of bibles, classics,
topographical and antiquarian works, travel
narratives, literature, and history. Looking through
the listing it is possible to see the ‘useful books’
which, as Mark Purcell has noted, characterised
eighteenth century libraries.
Atmospherically immortalised in an early painting
by Turner, Hornby Castle was a late medieval
fortified great house, which in the eighteenth century
became the main residence of Robert Darcy, 4th Earl
of Holderness, and was rebuilt by him to designs by
James ‘Athenian’ Stuart and John Carr of York.
Darcy was a statesman and ambassador, and his
interests loom large in his library, which features
books on international topics and treatises, as well as
various military and naval accounts. Darcy’s
daughter and heir Amelia and her husband Francis
Osborne, Marquess of Carmarthen, who later
became the 5th Duke of Leeds, assembled an
impressive collection of eighteenth-century furniture
during their tenure at Hornby, and doubtless
continued to augment the library holdings. A later
owner clearly produced or commissioned this
volume, to create a formal record of the library.
As with many country houses, Hornby experienced
a change in fortunes in the twentieth century. Much
of the house – including the library – was
demolished in 1930, and the library contents were
sold by Sotheby’s. Comparison between the Sotheby
catalogue and the present work would be a profitable
exercise to better understand the acquisition and
dispersal of books in the intervening seventy years.
This is a fascinating piece of bibliographical history
from a lost country house.
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Manuscript Library Catalogue
[LIBRARY CATALOGUE - FECHENBACH.]
Katalog der Bibliothek der Freiherrn von
Fechenbach zu Schloß Laudenbach. Angelegt
den ersten Juli 1851. Three parts in two
volumes, manuscript in ink on paper, in at
least two hands. 1851 - 1880.
£2500
Three parts in two volumes, folio (343 x 223mm), I
(part I and II), pp. [ii], 103, [3]; [ii], 107, and 32
blank leaves; [ii], 265, [2], ll. 75 blank leaves, and pp.
40, 20 unnumbered; all pages numbered in ink,
completed in ink on preprinted lithograph forms;
detailed contents list to title; remains of tabs to
volume II; contemporary half calf over marbled
boards, gilt-lettered spine label reading 'Katalog'; a
little rubbed, but overall fine.

A very detailed manuscript library catalogue of the
collection of the Fechenbach family on Castle
Laudenbach in Franconia. The library was housed in
two rooms, as detailed in the introduction to the
second volume, and held in the region of 7000 titles.
Most of the books listed are from the 18th and 19th
century, clearly a library assembled for work and for
reading purposes, with quite an international
outlook. In the ‘belles lettres’ section we find novels
by Dumas, Cervantes, Cooper, Dickens, Scott,
Shakespeare, and Trollope, but also, of course,
Goethe & Schiller, Voltaire and Diderot. There is a
substantial collection of French literature (over 300
titles), mostly with 18th century imprints, reflecting
a time when French was the language of the educated
classes in Germany. Quite a number of English
authors were apparently read in French, like Smollett
or Young.
Each page is divided into columns with a running

stock number, author and title, place of
printing, year of publication, Fach/shelf mark,
comments. The first volume contains both a
subject catalogue for the first room, and a shelf
list. The books are classified under eleven
headings: belle lettres, geography, history, fine
arts & architecture, gardening, heraldry,
politics, philosophy, pedagogy, natural sciences,
mathematics - each with their own shelf mark.
The second half of the catalogue is taken up
with a listing in number order, allowing a
better idea of the extent of the holdings: Belles
lettres 1075, history 1116, geography 216, etc. in all 3000 titles.

The second volume covers
the holdings of the second
library room (prefaced by a
partial repetition of some
of the titles housed in
room one), covering
dictionaries and
encyclopaedias, Latin and
Greek classics, French
b o o k s , It a l i a n b o o k s ,
theology, law, economics,
trade, agriculture, forestry,
mining, military, medicine,
and concluding with
oversized book, and older
books.
The Fechenbach family
were Franconian nobility,
with the family seat in
Laudenbach. A number of
family members were highranking clerics, in
particular the Würzburg canon Johann Philipp Karl
Anton of Fechenbach to Laudenbach (1708-1779),
who represented the Bishopric of Würzburg at the
Reichstag in Regensburg, with influence well beyond
Lower Franconia. With the well-known politician
and journalist Karl von Fechenbach to Laudenbach
(1836-1907) the Fechenbacher line became extinct.
Part of the Fechenbach family library was auctioned
off in 2005.
An earlier manuscript library catalogue was
produced in 1795 by Adam M. Köl, the private
librarian of the Fechenbachs under the title
‘Catalogus Bibliothecae Principalis Georgio-Carolinae.
Verzeichniß der seinen hochfürstl. Gnaden Georg Karl
privat eigenthümlichen Druck- und Handschriften,
Landkarten, Risse, Kupferstiche und Gepräge’.
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Medical Collection
[LIBRARY CATALOGUE - MEDICINE.]
Indice de Libri (spine title). Manuscript book
catalogue interspersed with medical
information. n.p. 1820?.
£750
8vo, ca. pp. 200, with a number of pages removed;
catalogue in columns, with prices; contemporary
half sheep over boards, sides very worn, corners
bumped, gilt-lettered spine label.

A curious manuscript catalogue of a medical library
interspersed with medical information. The
catalogue is in alphabetical sections, listing some 180
books arranged by author and with information on
title, place of publication, date, number of volumes
and price. For each letter of the alphabet the first
couple of pages are taken up with the book listings, a
later writer has then added medical information on
the intervening pages. There are stubs in front of
each new alphabetical section, presumably just to
make the next section easier to find. Nothing appears
to be missing.
The books are mostly 18th century, covering
medical classics, such a Ramazzini, Hippocrates,
Hahnemann, Haller etc.
There are a number of works translated from the
English, such as Cullen’s Materia Medica, James’
Pharmacopea, Darwin, etc. Also included are a
number of Italian classics, like Guicciardini on
Italian history, Dante etc. A number of manuscripts
are also listed.

International Bibliographic Exchanges
CARLINI, Carlo Fine long letter in Italian, by
the Royal librarian of the Brera signed, to the
bibliographer Barthélemy Mercier de Saint
Léger. Milan, 28 May, 1788.
£650
Folio (331 x210mm), pp.3, written in a clean and
legible hand, with many notes in French by the
recipient; fold marks, a little foxing to paper, else
fine.

A fine bibliographical letter on library matters, from
Carlo Carlini, Royal Librarian at the Brera in Milan,
to his fellow bibliographer Barthélemy Mercier de
Saint Léger.
Carlini mentions his search for Terentianus’ De
Literis (1497 or 1503), Antonio Coranzano, Proverbii
(1525) and Luca Paccioli Divina Proportione (1509)
or Summa de Arithmetica (1494 or 1523), two of
which are mentioned
in the Rothelin
catalo gue and the
Coranzano also
mentioned by
Tiraboschi, but none
in the Royal Library.
He also comments on
an elusive book by G.
Botta, De Canum &
educatione, unrecorded
in Argelati or
Mazzuchelli and his
frustration of locating
a similar sounding
title, only to find it was
in Greek.
Carlini also writes of
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his work on books printed before 1520, his
friendship with the Cavalier d'Elci, and various
incunables. He comments on some of Mercier de
Saint-Léger’s bibliographical publications and
suggests a few corrections.
Mercier de Saint Léger (1734 - 1799), abbot and
bibliographer, who published extensively on the
subject, noted at the head of the first page 'Rep le
23 aout 1788 par le professeur danois Olivarius,
et envoyé le catalogue de Soubise'....
The Brera library, was established in Milan on
the instigation Maria Theresa, who decided Milan
needed a general library and that the Ambrosiana
was ‘rich in manuscripts’ but not in books.
Carlini was its first custode, after it opened to the
public in 1786 and produced its first catalogue.

Walpoleana - A Family Production
WALPOLE, Hon. Frederick. Catalogue of
Political Pamphlets relating to Sir Robert
Walpole’s Administration. [n.p. n.p.], ca 1840.
£2800
Manuscript on paper, 12mo, ff. 77, including the
occasional blank, with further blanks at end, on
folded notepaper loosely inserted into a limp vellum
tongued wallet, inscribed ‘Rt. Hble. The Earl of
Orford’ and ‘Walpole Pamphlets / Catalogue of’,
stamp duty rates printed on the paper lining; a little
marked but largely clean; from the Norfolk
collection of Ronald Clive Fiske, with his armorial
bookplate and shelf-mark label, occasional
contemporary advertisements for similar works
(some pasted to leaves), as well as more recent
bookseller’s descriptions loosely inserted.

A handsome and extensive nineteenth-century

manuscript bibliography of pamphlets and other
printed ephemera relating to Britain’s de facto first
Prime Minister, Sir Robert Walpole (1676-1745).
Arranged alphabetically by title (as most entries are
anonymous), this document presents a remarkably
detailed bibliographical record of the Robinocracy as Walpole’s administration came to be known - and
is also a fascinating labour of love and a record of
familial interest. Although apparently treasured by
the naval officer and Tory M.P. Frederick Walpole
(1822-76), who has added a manuscript title-page,
introduction (quoting Macaulay) and the occasional
addition, the majority of the text is in at least one
other distinct hand. We can speculate that the
catalogue was in the family’s possession for some
time prior to Frederick’s amendments, as the limp
vellum wallet likely dates to 1815, with its printed
reference to New Stamp Duties on the interior.
Perhaps this was the work and possession of
Frederick’s father, Horatio, 3rd Earl of Orford
(1753-1858). Whatever its aegis, it is an
important near contemporary piece of
Walpoleiana.
Few figures incited the churning of the
eighteenth-century popular presses like
Walpole. His actions, personality and
lengthy tenure were so controversial that a
vast amount of printed material was
produced both in support of and
opposition to his administration, much of
which is recorded in this impressive
manuscript catalogue.
Of course, many of the works were
unfavourable; as Langford has observed,
‘Walpole’s characteristic image was that
of a parvenu Norfolk placeman enriched
by a career of systematic corruption (he
had been prosecuted by the Tories for
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official peculation in 1712) and elevated to
supreme power for his lack of principle... his
hegemony inevitably drew the full fire of Grub
Street on his personal position. He was the Great
Man, the English Colossus, the Man Mountain.
He also appeared as the perfect representative of
the politics of illusion – the Norfolk trickster, the
Savoy Rareeshowman, Palinurus the magician,
Merlin the wizard, the Screenmaster-General’. Yet
for each prose attack and satirical poem, his
supporters produced counter epistles and treatises
in his defense, many of which are systematically
recorded here.

Mathematics Bibliography - Interleaved Copy
WOLFF, Christian von. Kurtzer Unterricht
von den vornehmsten Mathematischen
Schriften, aufgesetzt von Christian
Freyherrn von Wolff... Neue, verbesserte und
vermehrte Auflage. Frankfurt and Leipzig,
Renger, 1750.
£1600
8vo, pp. 178, [12] index, [2] blank, interleaved copy,
with manuscript annotations throughout in black
and brown ink, possibly in two different hands;
contemporary half sheep over pastepaper boards,
spine in compartments, ruled in gilt, gild-lettered
spine labels; from the Garnisonsbibliothek
Copenhagen, with printed book label to front
pastedown; with manuscript annotations by the
mathematician Joachim Michael Geuss, see below.

Annotated copy of the much-enlarged bibliography
of mathematics and related subjects by Christian von
Wolff. Wolff had first published his bibliography as
volume IV of his Anfangs-Gründe aller

mathematischen Wissenschafften
(Elements of All the Mathematical
Sciences) in 1710, but substantially
enlarged and revised it for the second
edition of 1750.
The present copy is interleaved and
contains manuscript additions and
annotations by the 18th century Danish
mathematician Joachim Michael Geuss
(1745-1786). Geuss clearly closely
studied the bibliography and added
over 200 additional works, as well as
providing some manuscript
amendments and corrections. The
majority of his additions cover the
period from the mid eighteenth
century onwards, but also fill in gaps in
earlier works.
The books are arranged by subject,
beginning with arithmetic, geometry,
algebra, trigonometr y, but also including
architecture, military technology, hydrology, optics,
astronomy, chronology, sun dials, and finally
mathematical textbooks. The bibliography is
integrated in the text and Wolff provides a kind of
running commentary on the subject at hand, rather
than just a list of titles. However, all the titles listed
give author, title, size, imprint.
This second much enlarged edition is uncommon,
and here with the annotations of particular value. It
appears to be the earliest comprehensive
bibliography of the subject, and lists literally
hundreds of titles.
Geuss, a priest's son, studied at the high school in
Altona, then at the university of Kiel and later
Copenhagen, where he was employed as a private
tutor. In 1769 he became a private tutor in
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mathematics and fortification for the land cadets,
later (in 1774) he was appointed professor of
mathematics at the University of Copenhagen. He
was a member of a number of scientific societies and
published important works on the mathematics of
military sciences. When he died he left a significant
technical book collection. Some of his books were
apparently incorporated into the newly founded
Garnisonsbibliothek (founded 1785, opened 1787).
Christian (von) Wolff (1679–1754) was a
philosopher, mathematician, and scientist of the
German Enlightenment. He is widely regarded as the
most important and influential German philosopher
between Leibniz and Kant. Through his series of
textbooks, published first in German and then in
Latin, Wolff made signal contributions to nearly
every area of philosophical investigation of his time,
including but not limited to logic, metaphysics,
ethics, political philosophy, and aesthetics. Wolff did
much to popularize the theories of Leibniz.
Not in Petzholdt; for Wolff see Smith, History of
Mathematics, pp. 501 ff; DSB XIV, pp. 482-484.

Money, Banking & Trade
Opium cheaper than Black Pepper
[PRICE CURRENT - MARSEILLE] Prix
courant des Marchandises.] Marseille, 14 June
1743. Marseille, Pierre Boy, ImprimeurLibraire, 1743.
£200
4to broadsheet (229 x 170mm), printed in three
columns on both sides, prices filled in by hand in
brown ink.

A fine example of a price current for goods in
Marseille for international trade. It is a pre-printed
list of traded goods, with the prices added in ink by
hand. The commodities traded range from
f o o d s t u f f s , s u c h a s a l m o n d s , co f f e e , o i l
(distinguishing between olive oil from Provence,
Spain, or the Riviera), to spices, cotton and linen
fabric, Opium (a lot cheaper than black pepper),
colour pigments, paper, leather etc.
At the end exchange rates for Paris, Lyon,
Amsterdam, Genoa, Livorno, and Madrid are given.

Italian Banking in the Eighteenth Century
[BILL OF EXCHANGE.] CORSINI. Ad uso
pagate per questa Terza di Cambio una sol/
volta all ordine S.P. dei Ss Pietro Langlois, e fig
prezze settant’una soldi dodici e denari sei da
otto reali a soldi cento venti trè per prezza
valuta cambiata coi medesimi e ponga, come
s’avvisa addio. All. Sig. Paolo Bindi. Appol Emo
Card. Neri Corsini, Rome. 1760.
£100
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One manuscript bill of exchange, written in ink,
(97x 243 mm), endorsed on verso, together with a
preprinted form, completed in ink, endorsed on
verso.

Two eighteenth-century bills of exchange, giving
details of creditor and debtor. The lettera di cambio
(bill of exchange) became the most important means
of cashless payment transactions and the most
reliable credit instrument for providing liquidity in
the most developed commercial and financial
centres. The buyer of the bill sent the original bill of
exchange and – to be safe – possibly various copies
(‘prima, seconda, terza di cambio’) and an
accompanying letter (called advice letter and in the
case of the fair the ‘spaccio di fiera’). Then the
remitter sent a copy of the bill, sometimes also
accompanied by a letter of advice to the drawee.
Finally, the payee would accredit the remitter with
the amount of the bill of exchange (‘per me pagate’).
As the bills of exchange were apparently traded, they
have been endorsed on the verso, similar to a
modern cheque. The Corsini family had a prominent
role in Italian banking.

Coin & Medal Auction with Prices
CATALOGUE - NUMISMATICS. Verzeichniss
einer sehr bedeutenden Münz- und MedaillenSammlung, welche nebst einem Anhange von
numismatischen Büchern und heraldischen
Sammlungen im C. O. Weigel'schen AuctionsLokale zu Leipzig am 11. Juni 1860 (...) gegen
sofortige baare Zahlung versteigert werden soll.

[Vente Publique d’un grand cabinet de
Monnaies et de Medailles. [together
with:] Register zum Cataloge,
manuscript. Leipzig, T.O. Weigel, 1860.
£750
8vo, pp. [iv], 260, priced and annotated throughout
in ink, together with manuscript contents list and
index pp. 11, written in ink; contemporary clothbacked boards, with manuscript label to upper
board; corners rubbed.

The auctioneer’s copy of the catalogue of a
substantial collection of coins and medals. In
all 6858 lots are listed, 3003 are of coins and
medals of all periods of the Roman empire,
with detailed descriptions, reference to
Mionnet’s monumental catalogue of Greek
and Roman coins, estimates and hammer
prices. The remaining 3646 lots cover coins of
the Middle Ages and Modern Times from the
Holy Roman Empire, the German
Confederation, Prussia, Austria and other
European Countries. Again with attributions,
extensive descriptions and hammer prices. A
separate section lists over 200 manuscripts and
books on numismatics and heraldry. Also included is
a manuscript index, written in the same hand as the
hammer prices.
The catalogue was produced by the Leipzig
bookseller and auctioneer Theodeor Oswald Weigel
(1812-1881), successor to the leading antiquarian
booksellers and auctioneers who specialised in
particular in the arts, history etc. and published
various bibliographical studies of early printing,
incunables and woodcuts.
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Trade Secrets
[TECHNICAL ENCYCLOPAEDIA.] Secrets
concernant les Arts et Métiers. French
manuscript in ink. [n.d.].
£750
4to (267 x 182mm), pp. 118, [8] table of contents (in
double columns); a clean and neat manuscript in
brown ink; stitched in self-wrappers; a little dogeared, else very good.

A fine manuscript copy of a popular technical
encyclopaedia of the industrial arts for artists and
craftsmen and those who employ them. It was first
published in 1716 and translated into English under
the title Valuable Secrets concerning Arts and Trades,
or, approved directions from the best artists, and
frequently reprinted throughout the eighteenth
century.
After an introduction praising the great importance
of arts and crafts for the emerging manufacturing
industry, individual technical processes, recipes and
trade secrets are described. Extensive information is
given on engraving, metalwork, techniques using
varnishes, mastics and cements, glass and precious
stones, colours and painting, gilding, staining wood,
bone, and ivory. Further chapters deal with glass and
crystal, casting and sculpture, and leatherworking.
Numerous recipes are given for the production of
different coloured inks, for dyes and glues. The final
chapters concentrate on household questions and the
production and preparation of foodstuffs, ranging
from stain removal, to extensive chapters on the
production of wine, liqueur, oil, and vinegar.
The contents page lists literally hundreds of brief
chapters of practical recipes.

WARNER, John. Vellum-bound manuscript
memorandum book. n.p. 1762 - ca 1816.
£900
8vo, ca pp. 76 with manuscript entries in ink, with a
few further blanks; contemporary ownership
inscription ‘John Warner Ingatestone, March 5, 1762
to final endpaper, but other entries are dated earlier
(1754); a manuscript note folded and pinned to a
leaf; wallet-style binding (150 x 105 mm), with a
flap, catch lacking, pockets at each end.

A memorandum book - likely belonging to a
provincial gentleman farmer - from the late
eighteenth century.
This small vellum-bound book is packed with
information, and was evidently both diary and
notebook for its owner, one John Warner of Great
Baddow in Essex. Much like a proto-Filofax, one gets
a sense that Warner relied heavily on this little book
in order to organise his life. He has noted prices for
grain and land management, fees for journey
expenses, such as ‘to Attleborough, five miles from
where I am writing’, and a diligent record of
journeys taken. The longest is 41 miles.
An entry for 1787 features a list of clothing with
prices – ‘pd. for a gown 15s :0 d, 1 pr.leather shoes 2s:
9d’ - and wages paid, possibly to farmhands and
labourers. There are a few pages of accounts for the
years 1754 to 1767, a list dated 1810 of charity
distributions to different parishes. We also see
aspects of his life, such as brewing undertaken ‘at
Alderman Parsons’ in the year 1741/2, the details of
his watch servicing and repair. The book was clearly
an indispensable adjunct to a busy provincial life.
There are details of a lease for his house at Baddow,
likely Great Baddow, in Essex, where there are
records of Warners living in the nineteenth century,
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with expenses for repairs. As befits someone with
interest in patch of provincial England, there are
several pages of local marriages, deaths, and
accidents: ‘Bradford shot in Chrisall Park … Pettit
Wife shot in ditto by the Spring Gun … Jno Press
wife of Newport Drowned Herself in a Well’, etc.
Warner also records key dates and information
about eminent Statesmen, taken from The British
Plutarch.
The book also contains family records, such as the
dates of his children’s and grandchildren’s birthdays,
which likely accounts for its survival. An inscription
to the cover reads: ‘this is the book referred to in the
annexed affidavit of John Warner sworn before me’.
The book seems to have been preserved by John
Warner’s son (also John), founder of the John
Warner School, in an attempt to legitimise his own
baptism. It appears that John Warner Junior was
baptised by dissenting ministers Mr Harrison and a
Mr Seamer, and as a consequence his baptism was
not recorded in the standard manner. It seems likely
that the otherwise ephemeral memorandum book of
his father’s became a crucial document by which the
son could prove his legitimacy and baptism, perhaps
prior to marriage or in order to establish his
credentials as a schoolmaster. He inadvertently
preserved a book which will provide a wealth of
information to the eighteenth-century historian.

Seafaring & Military
Shipping Insurance 1816-20
[FENNING, James.] Alphabet of Business
James Fenning. London, 1816 - 1820.
£1200
Oblong 4to (170 x 210 mm), ca pp. 300, including a
few blanks, notebook with alphabet markers; ruled
notebook, 18 lines per page, with alphabetic tabs in
the upper right hand corner; written in a clean and
very legible hand, in black and red ink; bound in full
calf, upper board with title ‘Alphabet of Business
James Fenning’ in gilt, spine covering worn away,
cords and stitching visible, but boards strongly
attached, preserved in a marbled slipcase.

A fascinating volume, documenting the marine
insurance business of brokers James Fenning & Co of
3 Royal Exchange, London between 1816 and 1820.
The manuscript is ordered alphabetically, by the
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name of the ship, and by date. Each entry gives the
name of the ship, the date, the ship’s master,
departure and destination ports, owners or investors,
and an amount in Sterling, presumably the insured
amount. Entries in red in the final column denote a
claim made against the policy with amounts given as
a percentage. The ‘Britannia’, bound for Hudson’s
Bay from London, is reported as ‘burnt in Hudson’s
Bay’, with a loss of £10,662 from a sum insured of
£20,000; it was financed by the Hudson Bay
Company. Fenning clearly had an international
clientele, other investors or financiers include the
banking partnership Robarts & Co, Heath & Son,
Derecourt, Contostavlo co, and William Maltass of
the Levant company.
The ships insured, (mainly merchantmen but with a
British Army transport ships record, Paquet boats,
and a Naval vessel too), sailed routes including:
London to St.Petersburg; Liverpool to Genoa;
Smyrna to Constantinople; London to the West
Indies; Riga to Dublin; Buenos Ayres to Chile;
Antwerp to Archangel; London to New South Wales;
Quebec to Waterford; and London to China. A rare
survival detailing how trade and insurance were
conducted.
James Fenning and Company, insurance brokers,
had premises at 3 Royal Exchange between 1817 and
1829. Partners in the firm were James Fenning,
Robert Howard Shepard and George Fenning. The
firm was wound up in 1832.

[SEAMAN'S JOURNAL.] A new and complete
seaman's journal being an improvement on the
plan marked out by John Hamilton Moore, in
his Daily Assistant. Published for the Use of
Seamen. Bristol, Charles Oram, 1840. £1750

Folio (325 x 206mm), printed title
page within decorative border, with
printed vignette, ll. 33 preprinted
forms, of which 22 completed in
manuscript, the remainder blank;
original stiff marbled wrappers,
creased with old central fold, corners
slightly worn; a series of manuscript
laundry lists ‘sent on shore’, dated
July 1841 on 2 folded folios and the
verso of a printed billhead for
‘Bodry’s Chophouse... opposite the
Scotch Kirk, Tank Square, Calcutta,
loosely inserted.

A neatly handwritten mid
n i n e te en t h - cen t u r y s h i p ’ s
logbook, printed by a Bristolian
publisher.
The book is attractively printed with a ship vignette
on the title page, and a diary format within; two
days’ sailings are accommodated per page, and there
are printed columns for H, K, F, Winds, LW and
Remarks. The journal was filled in on board the St.
George during a voyage from Bristol to Calcutta via
the Cape in 1840/41. In a neat and legible hand, the
owner of this book diligently recorded wind strength
and direction, as well as other activities of sailing
such as directional variation, depths, and actions of
the sails. This is likely the vessel built at Chester in
1828, which with a gross tonnage of 605 and a length
of 139 feet and 9 inches, was one of the larger vessels
plying what was known as the ‘India trade’. It
probably carried spices and tea, as well as valuable
Madras and Calico fabrics from the sub-continent to
buoyant European markets, and provided significant
income for its merchant owners William Acraman,
Daniel Wade Acraman, and William Edward.
The journey began in August 1840, and saw the
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vessel travel to Calcutta (Kolkata), the Bengali city
which was developed by the East India Company and
was the capital of the British Empire in India (until
1911, when it was supplanted by New Delhi). At the
time the St. George berthed there Calcutta was a
thriving colonial capital, and the loosely inserted
papers are fascinating ephemera from shore-leave.
They include laundry chits and a printed receipt
from Bodry’s Chop House, ‘opposite the Scotch Kirk,
Tank Square’. Bodry’s was one of the famous chop
houses which flourished in nineteenth-century
Calcutta, and which served not standard cutlets, but
‘chops’ of minced meat and vegetables, breaded and
deep fried. The receipt here is for hot suppers and
bottled beer, presumably enjoyed before the sailors
embarked on the return leg of their journey back to
Bristol.
Transatlantic shipping had seen Bristol boom in the
eighteenth-century, and a multitude of attendant
enterprises sprang up to serve the sea-faring
population. Charles Oram was evidently one of
these, producing diaries, logs and other works of
nautical use. The book is marketed as ‘an
improvement on the plan’ of navigational teacher
and author John Hamilton Moore (1738-1807),
whose format dominated such works in the early
nineteenth century. This is not only a fascinating and
detailed account of a nautical journey in the age of
sail, but also an apparently unique survival from an
enterprising nautical publisher.
No other publication with Charles Oram's imprint has
been located in either COPAC or OCLC.

Salt Trade through Russian
Waters
[RUSSIA - TRADE FORMS.]
Vice Consolato di Russia.
Manifesti cominciando dal 1840.
Trapani, 1840-49.
£700
Small folio, pp. 196 of pre-printed
shipping manifest forms, of which 137
completed in ink; contemporary flexible
vellum-backed marbled paper boards with
ink-lettered label to upper board; corners
bumped and spine a little chipped.

Fine documentation of the maritime
trade from the harbour of Trapani in
Sicily. The manifest gives bills of
lading from January 1840 to March
1849. The pre-printed manifests are
completed in ink giving the name of the freight ship
and its captain, the destination and then details of its
freight, i.e. type and quantity of merchandise, names
of senders and recipients.
Trapani boasts some of Europe’s oldest salt marshes
and salt extraction has been a major business for
centuries, which still flourishes to the present day. By
the nineteenth century Sicilian sea salt was exported
to European countries as far away as Norway and
Russia. These shipping manifests document that it
was sent to destinations as far afield as
Constantinople, Abo, Stavanger, Carlscrona,
Stockholm, Bergen, Odessa, Reval, and Riga.
Clearly some of the shippers acted on their own
account, being both captains of the ship and shipper,
whereas others acted on commission. The shipping
routes went through Russian waters, which explains
the accounts kept by the Russian Vice Consulate.
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Pre-Publication Naval Manuscript
CASY, Joseph-Grégoire. Extrait analytique de
la tactique navale. Manuscript in ink on paper.
Toulon, le 1er November, 1827.
£1500
Manuscript on paper (156 x 197mm), pp. [xii], 90
and blanks at either end; p. 90 is a table on a doublepage spread; written in a calligraphic scribal hand
(apart from the dedication which is presumably
autograph), ruled borders, numerous diagrams of
naval tactics in the text; contemporary green calf,
blind roll-tooled and gilt filet borders, owner’s
name vertically on upper board within a roll tooled
border; marbled endpapers; gilt page edges.
Provenance: Commendant Charles Louis Joseph
Bazoche (1784–1853), manuscript dedication dated
Toulon 1 November 1827 and ‘Comondent Bazoche’
gilt lettered on upper board.

A pre-publication manuscript copy of a manual of
naval tactics with diagrams of naval formations
intended for use on board ship. In his dedication to
Commendant Bazoche, Casy points out the value of
a pocket treatise compared to larger tomes,
inconvenient to use on the bridge while at sea. It was
written, he says, while serving in South America
under rear admiral Claude du Campe de Rosa.
Casy then served under the recipient of this
manuscript, Commendant Bazoche, between 1823
and 1826 aboard the Marie-Thérèse, during the
Spanish War off Brazil, Chile and Peru. In the year
that this manuscript was presented to Bazoche, Casy
was appointed chevalier de la Légion d’honneur, and
later was a vice admiral and Ministre de la Marine.
The manuscript is written in an accomplished
professional hand, apart from the dedication which
is presumably in Casy’s own hand.

The work was printed in 1828 (Toulon: A. Aurel, 12mo,
pp. 106) – I have only been able to locate a single copy, at
the BNF.

The Language of War
[MÜLLER, Karl Christian.] Allgemeines
Verteutschungsworterbuch der Kriegsprache.
Ein Versuch. Leipzig, Bruder and Hofmann,
1814.
£550
Two parts in one volume, 8vo, pp. [xii], [iv] section
titles to part I and II, 383, [1] imprint, [14] errata;
interleaved copy; contemporary marbled boards,
manuscript spine label; extremities a little rubbed,
but firm; interleaved copy with c. 65 manuscript
additions; with modern bookplate Bibliotheca
Architectura Militaris, Brigitte & Klaus Jordan to
front pastedown and crowned initial J to title page;
manuscript notes to front free endpaper and mss
shelfmark at foot.

First edition of an erudite linguistic study of German
military terminology and the language of warfare.
Müller includes comprehensive information on the
origin and development of military language, the
etymology of individual terms, and usage, both
current and historic. Occasionally dialect variations
are also given. All aspects of the military craft are
covered. He argues against the use of foreign, in
particular French words in military vocabulary. This
publication in the wake of the Napoleonic wars came
at a time when even though the French were
regarded as leaders in the military field, there was a
general tendency to replace French military
terminology with their German equivalents.
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Karl Christian Müller (1757-1847) was a Prussian
officer and civil servant, and a member of the
Lützow Freicorps during the wars of liberation. From
1817 to 1839 he was librarian of the Prussian
Statistical Office in Berlin.
The particular appeal of this copy are the numerous
manuscript annotations which provide additional
German terms, citations or references.
Hamberger/Meusel XVIII, 773; Kuehn, Deutsche
Worterbucher: eine systematische Bibliographie, 1978, 2435.

Army Provisions during the Thirty Years’ War
OPPIZZONE, Ambrosio. Dechiaratione della
vera quantità del soldo, che à ragione della
paga intiera,... si deve pagare à giorno per
giorno. Et delle boche d’alloggiamento, foraggi
&c. che giornalmente si devono dare à
ciascuno Officiale... Il modo et le qualità con
quali si devono elegere li Soldati della Milicia...
& l’obligo dell’officio delli Commissarij...
Pavia, Andrea Magri, 1637.
£1750
4to, pp. [xii], 36; some spotting and browning;
contemporary carta rustica; extensive marginal
annotations in ink; a little dog-eared, else fine.

Rare first and only edition of this critical account of
regulations for housing soldiers of the Imperial
Army in the state of Milan during the Thirty Years'
War. The extensive marginalia seems to demonstrate
the practical application, or at least the informed
reading, of Oppizzone’s treatise. Accompanying
emphatically underlined sections of text, the
annotations are particularly involved around the
section concerning the section on pay and living
expenses, suggesting that they were made by

someone with similar dilemmas. The
advice about the utility of foraging,
both for animal fodder and for food
to supplement the soldiers’ diet, is
accompanied by a note which seems
to suggest its impracticality as a
solution, although the hastily-written
Italian is difficult to decipher.
The work is important from an
economic point of view as it
introduced the distinction between
those who would physically house
soldiers, and those who met their responsibility with
cash payments. Rural populations were generally
opposed to actual lodging and much preferred to
discharge their responsibility by payment of a
specified amount. Also included is a listing of
regiments and ranks of soldiers, together with
selection criteria for the militia.
The Thirty Years' War led to the devastation of
entire regions which were depleted by the foraging
armies. Even though the regiments
within each army were not strictly
mercenary, in that they were not units
for hire that changed sides from battle
to battle, some individual soldiers were.
The ad hoc nature of 17th-century
militar y financing is evident in
Oppizzone's account: armies were
expected to be largely self-financing, by
means of loot taken or tribute extorted
from the settlements where they
operated. This encouraged a form of
lawlessness that imposed severe
hardship on inhabitants of the occupied
territory.
Scrittori Militari III, p. 290; OCLC: Berlin
only.
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Austrian Military Tactics
[MILITARY.] Uibersicht der Maneouvres.
Generalmajor Erzherzog Ferdinand d’Este.
Tactisches Exercieren. n.p. 1844.
£450
8vo, pp. [21], [3] blank, with 3 pages of coloured
schematic army manoeuvres; blue stiff boards, title
in manuscript to upper board, a.e.g.

The details of military manoeuvres held in 1844
under Archduke Ferdinand of Austria d’Este, for
internal use only. The main purpose of the exercise
were tactical training with the intention of teaching
military strategy and tactics. The various tactical
exercises are illustrated on striking schematic plates,
which represent the manoeuvres. Details are given
on chain of command, participants etc., and
expected movements.

Science & Mathematics
Hundred Year Calendar in French
[KNAUER, Mauritius.] Almenach perpetuel
par Maurice Knauer, Abbe de Langheim,
imprimé a Francfort 1700, traduit de
l’allemand en francois pour Madame la
Comtesse d’Hunolstein et Hombourg, 1770.
together with: MOULT, Thomas Joseph.
Propheties Perepetuelles tres cureiuses et tres
certaines de Thomas Joseph Moult, natif de
Naples, Luxembourg, 1769. Manuscript in
ink. 1770.
£750
8vo, manuscript in red and black/brown ink on
paper, pp. 92 with one folding table bound after p. 8;
93-158, [20] unnumbered blank pages;
contemporary full panelled sheep, spine in
compartments, spine and sides decorated with fleurde-lis tools, red and blue silk page-markers; spine a
little rubbed, but an attractive copy.

A fine copy of a manuscript French translation of the
Mauritius’ Knauer’s Calendarium oeconomicum
perpetuum practicum, later known as the Hundred
Year Calendar prepared for a member of the French
aristocracy, Madame la Comtesse d’Hunolstein et
Hombourg. This is combined with manuscript
excerpts from Moult’s Prophéties Perpetuelles.
Mauritius Knauer (1613-1664), was abbot of the
Cistercian monastery Langheim in Upper Franconia
in the archdiocese of Bamberg from 1659 to 1664.
With his Calendarium Oeconomicum Perpetuum
Practicum, Knauer laid the foundation for the later
Centennial Calendar. His calendar was based on his
meteorological and astronomical observations and
was intended for the optimization of agriculture in
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his monastery. His forecasts were based on the
assumption that weather conditions would repeat
cyclically. According to this, the celestial bodies
Moon, Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, Sun, Venus and
Mercury would determine the weather in a fixed
cycle for one year from the beginning of spring to
the end of winter. Thus, after seven years of weather
observations, it would be possible to predict the
future weather from the data obtained. However,
Knauer conceded that comets, solar and lunar
eclipses could act as disturbing factors. He himself
probably made his weather records between 1652
and 1658.
The Calendarium first appeared in Kulmbach in
1704 under Knauer's name. Later it was revised by
the Erfurt physician J. Christoph von Hellwig,
supplemented and printed under the title Centenary
Calendar (Weimar 1721).
Knauer’s Calendarium Oeconomicum Perpetuum
remained popular throughout the 18th century and
is reprinted even today. It was translated into Dutch,
English, Czech and Hungarian.
Moult’s Prophéties Perpetuelles is an ingenious
compilation of weather and linked agricultural
prophecies (mostly referring to wine and grain
harvests) arranged in 28 cycles of 9 years each,
covering a date range from 1773 to 2024. The
original, apparently first published in 1740, was in
three parts, covering 1269 to 1520, 1521 to 1772, and
1773 to 2024 respectively. In this manuscript only the
last part is included.
See Knauer, Mauritius, in: Biographia Cisterciensis
(Cistercian Biography), Version vom 21.01.2020, URL:
http://www.zisterzienserlexikon.de/wiki/
Knauer,_Mauritius.

French Mathematical Manuscript
[NICOLAS, André.] Cours
d’Arithmetique. Difinition de
l’Arithmétique. French manuscript in ink.
n.p. n.d., ca 1807.
£1200
4to (280 x 195mm), French manuscript on
paper, in ink in a clean and legible hand, pp.
258, all within border, arithmetical
instruction and sample calculations, stitched
as issued and preserved in a custom-made
box; first and last leaf a little dust-soiled, else a
very good copy.

A very attractive French arithmetic manuscript,

giving a detailed introduction to
general principles. It covers addition,
subtraction, multiplication, the rule of
three, and percentage calculation.
This manuscript manual is wellorganised into individual chapters
(titles below), each with a brief
introduction to the mathematical
problem, followed by examples and
exercises. It is a fine example of the
kind of manuscript sum book used by
teachers in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries, when printed
books were rarely used. Students would
learn through copying, and would
embellish their work with calligraphic
flourishes, ink and wash sketches etc.,
as here. It is a particularly attractive
example, demonstrating the
importance of copying and cyphering
to teaching and learning mathematics –
and in particular arithmetic – at the turn of the
nineteenth century.
The chapters are entitled: Elémens de l'arithmétique
dans sa véritable intelligence, Méthode très facile pour
apprendre à connaître les chiffres, L'addition première
règle, L’Addition des celliers, quartes, punières et quart
de punières, l’Additions de cannes, pans et quarts de
pans addition d'aunes contenant 19 quarts, addition de
muids setiers pots et turquets, addition de charges,
mesures, fioles et quarts de fioles, soustractions par
livres sous et deniers, Soustraction de toises pieds
pouces et lignes, 15 tables de conversion, Parties ou
Table des Scrupules de 24 grains, Division quatrième
règle d'arithmétique, Manière dopérer pour parvenir à
toute sorte de réductions, Règle de fausse supposition,
Règle testamentaire, Règle déscompte, Règle de trois
inverse, Règle de compagnie par temps.
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[PERSPECTIVE.] [A Treatise on Perspective],
manuscript in English, in ink with
mathematical diagrams and 14 full-page
illustrations on perspective. [Cambridge?], ca
1800.
£1500
4to (231 x 186mm), manuscript in ink, pp. 42 with
text, diagrams or illustrations, eight mathematical
diagrams in the text, and 14 full-page pictorial
illustrations (one fold-out), with wash (grey, pink
and yellow), followed by pp. 120 blank, last two
pages with later pencil sketches; laid paper with
watermarks TC/TG, 1796, and GR with bugle device,
bound in full vellum, sides with double rule, boards
a little soiled and warped, edges mottled red; loosely
inserted pp. 20 typed transcription of the
manuscript (early 20th century) and pencil notes.

A fascinating and finely illustrated manuscript
treatise on perspective, possibly by a student at
Cambridge. Not located in print, this sophisticated
work teaches the history and the science (biological
and geometrical), of perspective. Interestingly, it is
based on the practical application of perspective,
with the author inviting the reader to dissect a
sheep’s or bullock’s eye, instructing them to make
diagrams, and explaining false perspective.
The Cambridge connection – it was certainly
purchased by someone there – suggests that the
treatise may have been made by an academic or
student at the university, and represents a work-inprogress response to existing theories of perspective
and how to teach it. The loosely inserted
bibliographical notes relate to an English edition of
Jacques Breuil’s, ‘La perspective pratique’, vol. I
(Paris 1663), with references to a Cambridge shelf
mark (L.27.14). Breuil’s work was a standard text,
but notably lacked the practical approach

demonstrated by the current
author. The author seems to have
been engaged in responding to
Breuil, and bringing the theory of
perspective up to date. Certainly,
the treatise demonstrates real
practical understanding of
perspective; the skilled illustrations,
which are the highlights here, show
skill.
The text covers the first five
illustrations, and nine of the
remaining images are marked as if
for commentary, suggesting that
the work as we have it was meant
to be expanded.

Armillary Spheres
SCIENCE - ANON. Introduzione alla
Geografia. Della Sfera Armillare. Parte
Prima...Parte seconda. Dell’uso del Globo, with
full page scientific illustrations. Manuscript in
ink. Italy, 1755.
£1200
4to, (205 x 150 mm), two parts in one volume,
calligraphic title page with colourful illustrations,
one full page illustration of an armillary sphere, pp.
134, second colour title page, 259, [9] blank, [66]
with 8 tables, and index, followed by four folding
plates with six illustrations in in; contemporary full
vellum; later bookplate of Novacco Venezia to front
pastedown.
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A fine illustrated scientific manuscript concerning
armillary spheres.
This mid eighteenth-century Italian fair copy
manuscript is immaculately written and illustrated
with full-page ink drawing of a Ptolemaic armillary
sphere in red and gold. Marked with the poles, the
tropics and the signs of the zodiac, the illustration
has earth at its centre (rather than the sun, as seen in
Copernican spheres). It prefixes this carefully written
work which considers the present understanding of
the nature of the globe, as well as the development of
the armillary sphere and its uses in geographical
enquiry. Likely the work of a student, it is possibly a
copy of an existing textbook on this topic, possibly
incorporating distilled elements of Alberto
Pappiani’s treatise Della sfera armillare e dell'uso di
essa nella astronomia nautica e gnomonic, which was
published in Florence in the same year as this work
was produced.
Although it is now known to have originated in
China, the sphere was at this time thought to be a
Western invention, as the Greek astronomer
Hipparchus credited Eratosthenes as its inventor. The
author of this treatise explains its relevance, history
and uses in angular measurement, as well as its
increased importance in what would become
Enlightenment thought. A fascinating survival.

Divine Order - Inscribed by Süssmilch
SÜSSMILCH, Johann Peter. Die goettliche
Ordnung, in den Veränderungen des
menschlichen Geschlechs aus der Geburt, dem
Tode und der Fortpflanzung desselben
erwiesen …Erster Theil worin die Regeln der
Ordnung bewiesen werden …Zwote und ganz
umgearbeitete Ausgabe. Berlin,
Realschulbuchhandlung, 1761.
£2500
8vo, pp. [viii], xvi, 576, 114 of tables (with some
irregularities in pagination), but complete, [1]
errata; numerous tables and calculations in the text;
paper lightly browned but overall very clean;
contemporary full sheep; raised bands to spine,
spine decoratively gilt, gilt-lettered spine label; head
of spine a little chipped; presentation copy in a fine
Berlin(?) binding, inscribed and signed by the
author.

A fine autograph by Johann Peter Süssmilch,
inscribed on the front free endpaper of the first
volume of the second, substantially enlarged, edition
of his classic contribution to the study of population
figures and demography. The autograph starts with a
quotation from Pope's Essay on Man in English,
followed by a 16-line text in German, which very
clearly illustrates his metaphysical position of
proving a divine order through the application of
arithmetical and statistical methods to social life and
nature. This places him at the intersection of the
dominant intellectual trends of his age.
The inscription reads: 'Die hörn also auf, die
Ordnung ferner [?] einer Unvollkommenheit zu
beschuldigen - Alles was nur ohngefehr zu seyn
scheint, hängt von einer Regierung ab, die deinen
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Augen verborgen ist. Aller Widerspruch ist in der
Tat eine Harmonie, die wir mit unserem Verstande
nicht einsehen. Alle Unvollkommenheit der Theile
gehört zum Guten des Gantzen - Was irgendwo ist,
ist Kraft. Denn Gott ist nicht ein Gott der
Unordnung weil er Alles geordnet mit Maaß, Zahl
und Gewicht. B. der Weis. 11, 22. Hisce meum
libellum benevolentiae Tuae commendo. D. XIV,
Jun. 1761. J P Süßmilch'.
This text, referring to the Alexander Pope passage
above, ends with a quotation from the apocryphal
Wisdom of Solomon: 'but thou hast ordered all
things in measure and number and weight. Book
of Wisdom 11, 22. Here is my book, which I
entrust to your benevolence. On the 14th day of
June, J P Süßmilch'.
Süssmilch was the first systematic student of
'political arithmetic', a term coined by Sir William
Petty for investigations into vital statistics, which
did not stop at collecting facts but deduced general
laws from them. He was also the first to point out the
law of large numbers, the basis of all scientific
statistical inquiry. 'It is his conception of the 'divine
order', evidenced by the regularity and order
underlying all demographic phenomena, which
makes his work especially noteworthy' (ESS).
Süssmilch presented this finely bound copy of
volume I before the second volume appeared (1762),
which explains its lack.
Higgs 2572; Kress 5987; Menger I, c 66; all early editions
are uncommon.

Salt - Alchemy
[THOELDE, Johann.] Haliographia, das ist,
Gründliche unnd eigendliche Beschreibung
aller Saltz-mineralien. Darinn von des Saltzes
erster Materia, ihr Ursprung, Geschlecht,
unterscheid, Eigenschafft... klärlich gehandelt
wird/ Beneben einer Historischen
Beschreibung aller Saltzwercke, ihrer
Umbstände und gelegenheit Auch wie man
aus allen Metallen und vornembsten
Mineralien, deßgleichen aus Thieren,
Kräutern und Gewürtzen ihre Saltz
außziehen und zu Menschlicher gesundheit
brauchen soll... an tag geben, durch Johann
Thölden Hessum... German manuscript in
brown-black ink on paper. Germany ca 1612.
£1200
4to (204 x150mm), ll. 88, final leaf blank; dating in
text at the end of the Epistola Dedicatoria, 1603; the
manuscript is in a clean, even and legible hand
throughout, and apparently presents the full text of
the 1612 edition with the exception of chapter III
listing and discussing all the German salt mines;
uncut in late nineteenth century vellum-backed
marbled boards; endpapers replaced, manuscript
half-title laid down; paper evenly lightly browned;
else fine.

A fine manuscript copy of the Thoelde’s alchemical
manual Haliographia, the first salt book in Germany,
which describes the techniques of evaporated salt
extraction in the 17th century. The manuscript is
apparently a fair copy of Thoelde’s work, with the
exception of the 3rd part, which gives an account of
all the salt mines and salt sources within the German
countries. It is a major source of 17th century
alchemical knowledge and was first published in
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1603, with a second edition following in 1612. In the
manuscript 1603 is given on the half title and at the
end of the dedication, but the manuscript title page
gives 1612.
The work, a proto alchemical handbook, covers the
various kinds of salts, the extraction of salt, and
finally, salts obtained from metals, minerals, animals,
and vegetables. Thoelde explains the extraction of
salts from metals and minerals and comments on the
pharmaceutical use of various salts and salt mixtures.
He gives details of the extraction of salts from a
variety of precious stones, corals, and even pearls.
Johann Thoelde (1565-1614), of Hesse, was a
chemist, Rathskammerer at Franckenhausen in
Thuringia, and part owner of the saltworks there
(Ferguson II, p. 445). He had studied at the
university of Erfurt around 1580 and the university
of Jena in 1583. At the time he was apparently in
touch with the monks from the Monastery of St.
Peter in Erfurt. At the same time he sent a ProcesBuch, dated May 18, 1594 to Moritz von HessenKassel (now in Kassel university library Ms.chem.
97). The manuscript clearly shows that he had
detailed knowledge of chemical laboratory
procedures and testing equipment.
The fourth part of Haliographia was republished in
1618, this time under the author Basilius Valentinus,
and republished in 1644 in a Latin translation, again
ascribed to Valentinus.
There appears to be some debate who had
appropriated the writings of whom: it has been
claimed that Basilius Valetine’s works were edited by
Thoelde, or possibly even composed by him; or vice
versa. See Ferguson II, pp. 445/6 and Ferguson I, p.
81. ‘Whether Basilius Valentinus was a real person or
not whether he was a Benedictine monk at Erfurt or
at Walkenried or not, whether he was a Benedictine

monk at all or not, whether he was a native of
Alsace or not, whether he flourished in 1413 or
1493, or in both, or neither, whether his works
had been hidden and were afterwards
discovered by a flash of lightening or not,
whether they were by him or by his editor
Thoelde or Thoelden, whether they are all
genuine or some are by other writers, whether
Paracelsus copies him or he Paracelsus, whether
the works are not really by Paracelsus, whether
the mystery itself - are questions which have
been debated and some of which have been
provisionally answered, but all of which are still

open to discussion, if only fresh data would come to
light. Even a partial answer to any one of them could
not be despised; because since the writings contain
apparently first notices of a good many chemical
reactions and products, it would be satisfactory to
have the date of these settled once and for all and
assigned to the proper authority’ (Ferguson, I, p. 81).

